Why stockists choose Duo Bed

What our stockists say...

It drives volume. Duo Bed’s unique mix of both straw and wood
shavings gives it universal appeal and makes it an instant best seller.
Strong margins. Duo Bed’s competitive pricing delivers excellent
margins to stockists while still offering an economical solution for all
sizes of livery.

“The blend of straw and wood shavings
gives the customer something extra and
its competitive price encourages trial.
The company is excellent to deal with –
prompt, efficient and professional.”

Fast, efficient service. We employ a dedicated sales team who
can deal instantly with your requests.

Bob Denney
Anden Farm Feeds

Consistency of supply. Our guaranteed supply of raw materials
means we can fulfil all order requirements promptly and efficiently.

“We chose Duo Bed for our stables
after trialling a number of different
products. We found that Duo Bed was
cleaner, more consistent and provided
added warmth and comfort for our
horses. We now use it across more
than 100 stables and would strongly
recommend it to anyone.”
Kelly Thompson
Equine Manager
Myerscough College

Why customers prefer Duo Bed
The best of both. Duo Bed combines the warmth and comfort of
straw with the added absorbency and cleanliness of wood shavings.
Economical. Its competitive pricing makes it a convenient and
economical solution for all sizes of livery.
A unique blend. Quantities of straw and shavings have been
carefully balanced to guarantee a consistent mix that doesn’t separate
after spreading.
Clean and consistent. Duo Bed is multi screened to control dust
and remove unwanted particles leaving a consistent, clean and highly
functional product.

Sure Flake is made from soft whitewood
pine, sourced from sustainable woodland.
It is a clean, absorbent and comfortable
bedding for all horses.

Why stockists choose Sure Flake

What our stockists say...

Reliable quality. The soft whitewood pine is sourced from
sustainable woodland and is multi screened to control dust and
guarantee consistency.
Strong margins. Our competitive pricing delivers excellent
margins to stockists while still offering an economical solution for all
sizes of livery.
Fast, efficient service. We employ a dedicated sales team who
can deal instantly with your requests.

“I have been stocking Sure Flake for
many years. It’s quality has never
been questioned and the service
from SSL is professional and efficient.”
Janice Charnley MRSH
Broughton, Preston

Consistency of supply. Our guaranteed supply of premium pine
means we can fulfil all order requirements promptly and efficiently.

“Our horses are valuable assets and
therefore we cannot risk their well
being with poor quality bedding.
Sure Flake is consistently dust free
which gives us great peace of mind.”
Lancashire Constabulary
Mounted Branch

Why customers prefer Sure Flake
Absorbent and comfortable. We take great care to blend a mix of
flake size to maximise bedding volume which in turn improves animal
comfort and absorbency.
Clean and consistent. Sure Flake is multi screened to control dust
and remove unwanted particles leaving a consistent, clean and highly
functional product.
Affordable quality. Sure Flake service the top end of the market
with a high quality, consistent product at an affordable price.

Sawdust Supplies Ltd
Duo Bed and Sure Flake are produced by Sawdust Supplies Limited, a family business owned and managed by Mark
Knowles. The company began producing animal bedding more than 30 years ago from the family farm in Lancashire.
With all this experience SSL know what makes good bedding. This ensures you receive consistent supply, strong margins
and superior service while your customers can be guaranteed a consistent, economical and quality product.

